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IMCIIIOX
AAUP Studies Possibility of
Collective Bargaining Here

By DAVE WILLIAMS
The local chapter of the professional association with most institutions, and many,
American
Association
of 90,000 members in 1,100 chapters including UOP, adjust their
University Professors has nationwide. On the UOP campus salary scale to conform with the
charged a task force with it comprises 60 percent of the national average.
investigating the prospects for faculty, though members and
For many years
the
collective bargaining at UOP. non-members alike benefit.
Association has done little more
The committee has had no
The Association publishes a than issue policy statements and
formal meetings, and, according monthly journal in which it censure erring
institutions.
to Dr. Gwen Brown, a censures
colleges
and Recently, however, it has been
philosophy professor and universities which do not meet forced into the area of collective
committee member, the chances its guide lines. A year end report bargaining and has now voted to
for collective bargaining are not on nation-wide teacher salaries provide legal aid to local
good unless certain problems can and benefits is also published. chapters engaged in wage
be removed.
This report is closely followed by disputes.
These obstacles include: 1.
collective bargaining would be
for the entire staff, of which the
faculty is a minority, and 2. the
University has little if any money
for wage increases. If
a
collective bargaining
unit
insisted upon a 10 percent wage
raise, the University might
agree; provided that staff could
be reduced.
There are currently several
On Feb 28, at the Stockton
balcony seats and will be bills in the California legislature
Civic Auditorium at 8 pm.,
available at the ASUOP Record which would make collective
ASUOP will present The Paul
Store and Miracle Music in bargaining . mandatory for all
Butterfield Group in concert.
Stockton, as well as the box office public institutions. Although if
Also appearing are Bruce in Sacramento and Records by enacted into law they would not
Springsteen, a new group on
Twilight in Modesto.
directly affect UOP , there is a
Columbia Records.
Free unreserved tickets will precedent. New York passed
Ticket prices are $3.50 for
be available at the door for all similar legislation and the
main floor seats and $3 for
National Labor Relations Board
ASUOP cardholders.
made it binding upon all
institutions; private as well as
public.
Currently, salaries at
By REGIA GUIDON
Pacific are determined on an
individual basis with the
The College of the Pacific is
of Kent State University, will be administration determining the
on its way to finding a
given time on campus to speak to amount paid. If a professor feels
Permanent dean. This is the
students other than those of the he has been treated unfairly he
general attitude of reports from
committee. The visits are being can appeal to his department
e Search
and Selection
organized by COPA chairman head or, if really perturbed, to
By SUE GOODY
°mmittee headed by Dr. Ken
"Canada Looks at the Far Division and from 1965 until 1969
Mark Rogo an the times will be the local AAUP chapter.
The AAUP is a 58 year old East" will be the topic of Jim S. was Director General of Politicoeeuchamp, Psyc. Department.
announced by flyers next week.
Nutt's speech at the Callison Military
Affairs
of
the
ce
; ^
early November, the
Colloquium Dinner this Monday. Department of External Affairs,
an
d Selection Committee,
n ,
Nutt is Canada's Consul as well as a member of the
e up of students, faculty and
General at the Canadian Canada-United States Perman
has
been
iiustrator^
Consulate General in San ent Joint Board of Defense. In
In® very hard, many times
nd
Francisco.
He is responsible for March 1972 Nutt returned to Ot
Kathy Angerer has resigned mechanics of printing, supply all of California except the ten tawa on temporary duty to serve
nd ^ we'S^t °f paper-work
J^tape, to screen out from late last week as head of the deliveries and final distribution. Southern Counties, Colorado,
as Coordinator of arrangements
OOI was organized under
0ne man wh° will
ASUOP Office of Information.
-Cnrr?
Hawaii, Utah, Nevada (except for the visit of President Nixon.
Qp e
permanent dean of
She stated that she did not have last year's ASUOP president Clark County) and Wyoming.
the time the job required. David Bennett, and has been
Nutt assumed his duties as
The dinner will be held at 6
°ifice was last held Angerer decided that her senior active for the past year. The Consul General on January 19,
pm
in the Elbert Covell Dining
as v nHy by Dr. Binkley, and year would best be devoted to her office serves as a student public 1970.
He
joined
Canada's Room. Meal ticket holders can
np0acat;ec* this past summer. speechtherapy major and the relations center distributing Department of External Affairs get in free if a reservation is
then
it has been considerable clinic time it news releases and publicizing in 1947. Besides serving at made in the Preceptor's office at
rarily, by Dean Hand.
ASUOP events.
headquarters in Ottawa in
demands.
John Reinhardt will fill the various capacities, he was Callison beforehand. Faculty
Angerer commented on the post until the March ASUOP Second Secretary at the and staff must pay $3 with their
the
'nmltt6 u Januaryreservation.
eenj
bas been, and is still,
fact that the job of OOI director elections. Reinhardt worked for Canadian Embassy in Rio de
Nutt's speech will begin at 7
se
8 Parately, five men
|Q
was particularly difficult this Angerer on distribution and she Janeiro from 1951 to 1954. From
pm.
If students wish only to
first year. There was a great deal thinks "he would do a good job" if 1958 to 1962 he served as First
remaining
attend his speech (without
elected
head
of
OOI
for
next
year.
iCe„ . •
This
screening
of time required to set up the
Secretary, and subsequently dinner) they will be admitted
ek
'ast through the first
Counsellor, at the Embassy in free.
March.
een,The final
Washington, DC. Nutt also
The speech is included in the
an Rg^at that time, will be by
served with the Royal Canadian
official Canadian team visit to
Air Force during World War II.
Stockton this week. Nutt will be
enf:0^ candidate, with the
In 1963 he was appointed accompanied by Consul officials
a
tjn °
°t the candidate
Head of the Department's Legal from the embassy.
ls week, Thomas Knipp

Consul General

Canada Looks at Far East

Dean Search IMears End

Angerer Resigns Post

Z

mZs rt

Band Frolic this Weekend
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HOP professo1* Asserts

Private Colleges Called Population not a Doomsday Problem
n
Endangered Species
Rv

The nation's private colleges
and universities are on the
"endangered species list" and
"suffer from a hangover" due to
inadequate planning in the
1960's, warned the Rev. Edmund
G. Ryan, S. J., master planner for
Georgetown University in
Washington, DC.
Major problems stunting the
growth of private colleges,
according to Ryan are the
spiralling cost of tuition and the
creation of "a new deprived
group the sons and daughters of
middle-class families."

Calling for "a campaign to
inform the public of the
discrimination
against
the
middleclass families, "Ryan
explained that financial aid to
students usually is awarded on a
"needs tests" basis. These
grants are made to students of
families with less than $5,000 or
$7,000 annual income.
According to Father Ryan,
families with "income from
$7,000 to $18,000 with three or four
children of college age, with
mortagaged
homes
and
installment plan furniture and
high taxes" represent a deprived

group.
Ryan
cited
major
"determinants" for the declining
enrollment in private colleges:
The financial crises which
hit campuses in the 1967-68
academic year;
The shift in percentages of
enrollments from the private to
the public sector. Enrollments in
public
and private higher
education shifted from 50-50 in
1950 'to 75-25 in 1972 and to
predicted 85-15 in 1985. The data
shows a loss of one percent
annually by the private sector of
higher education;
A decline in the birth rate.
"In the haste in the 1960's to
accommodate the students born
in the 1940's and 1950's, few
persons in higher education paid
attention to the birth statistics in
the 1960's. Factually the birth
rate has fallen every year since
1961, including 1972.... Thus the
number of persons of college age
will rise until 1978 or 1979 and
then will go down through 1990;"
The
tuition
differential
between public and private
colleges. "A nightmare rises in
the
dreams
of
most
administrators on non-public
higher education. To meet rising
costs, the institution increases
tuition. But the tuition increase
results in fewer admission
applications and forces many
upperclassmen to transfer to
public colleges and universities.
Tuition income plummets;"
The effect of the policy of
awarding financial
aid to
students on the basis of "need".

Sefatixi <t Liquors

Is increasing population the
source of a nation's health, <or a
disease that must be checked.
Are the statistics put forth by
doomsday demorgraphers really
positive proof of their warnings
or a deceptive maze ot
meaningless figures?
These are just two ot the
many questions considered in
Population: A Clash of Prophets,

a book by the New American
Library edited by Dr. Edward
Pohlman of UOP. Pohlman's
book is included as one source of
reading material in the COP
sociology course, Population
Problems, instructed by Dr.
Lawrence Carter.
Pohlman, director of the
Birth Planning Research Center
at UOP and professor of
counseling psychology, presents
a series of articles in the 490page
book that view all sides of a very
complex question.
Featured is a comparison
between alarmist views on
population in the 1930's, when the
cry was not enough babies, and
the 1970's when the cry was too
many babies. Population growth
is studied in relation to the

JOHN LYNCH

environment, food, pollution, and
economics, and articles discuss
the issue in both developed
countries and the rest of the
world.
Two articles are written by
Pohlman, who disagrees with the
position of Dr. Paul Ehrlich, an
authority on population growth
and author of
the book,
Population Bomb. Other writers
include leading scientists with
widely varying opinions, experts
on
population
control,
demographers, agricultural
specialists, spokesmen of the
West
and
Third
World,
ecologists, andpoliticians. There
also are reports of government
agencies,
commissions
and
world leaders.
Whereas Pohlman agrees
that India is in rather imminent
danger of disaster due to
overpopulation, he, unlike
Ehrlich believes that the US does
not face such an eventual fate.
"The population growth has
leveled off considerably in our
country," Pohlman states, "and
while "the pill" and the greater
availability of abortion continue
to help, those have not been the

I
E I

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries
Keg Beer - Free Delivery
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125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CALIF
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PHONE 478-3275

We give jewelry
tender loving
repair

Two of the three guest Californiapoets read their poems at the Poetry
Workshop last Tuesday in the Callison Lodge.
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JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
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on a thousand dollar
necklace, or size a ring,
all with the same
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Low Air Fares on Inter-European Flights
ISRAEL - AFRICA - ASIA
INTERNATIONAL I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE
Attention group leaders: Special flight arrangement for
small or large groups - Ask for details
These flights are open to students, faculty, staff
employees and their immediate famil'v
FOR SCHEDULES, CALL OR WRITE-

19

V

Weberstown Mall 478-1726

CHARTER FLIGHTS INT.
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103
Please mail me information on flights
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Address:.
City, State & Zip Code:

Phone No
Apt. No..
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sole and final solutions,
have
mysteriously
smaller families."
He also adds that it is in 0
best interests" to lend tI
country of India our supPortj
helping
to
alleviate de
population
crisis. Po^J
mentions that every five year-,
India's population doubles,;
that in 20-25 years, there wii^
eight times as many peopleim
country.
Concerning the issue
pollution
control,
Pohi^
attacks Ehrlich's view thattk
way to control pollution is |
control the population. "in the
last 25 years," Pohlman
"the US has had an increased
1000 per cent in polution, wit
only a 40 per cent increases
population. This proves tha
population increases cannot be
all to blame for augmenting ft
pollution problem and tha
pollution should be dealt wilt
more directly."
Although he is hesitant it
make a prediction towards ft
world's future population state
Pohlman expresses concert
about the possibility of peopk
being apathetic. "Short-termei
doomsday predictions madek
individuals like Dr. Ehrlich, "I
states,
"tend to lessen ft
public's fear aand attention
simply because such project*
are always premature andnew
come about. In other word:
these predicions seem todo mors
harm than good."
Polhlman also makes note
that population projections
throughout history, have ofta
proven inaccurate. Specificall)
he points out the 1930's, whet
there was extreme concern ovf
the fact that the world «
dangerously
underpopulated
Many books and magazines a
that time expressed the gw
panic which existed. Such tit®
of articles as, Our DJ«
Families, Are We Due
Disappear, and Where Are •
Children, relect the genera
mood that prevailed.
Pohlman has published
other books and monogmP
five of which deal ^
population. Among them 2
Incentives and Compensatio
Birth Planning and How To
Population, which include
advocation of paying a ce >
income to families who con
to limiting their family num ^
The popular deman ^
population
information
encouraged many special'
wo'
this to relate much of the" ^
to the concerned public
course, Population
attempts to familiarize one
\i0
the various techniques
by demographers andpopu'a
analysts.

The Pacifican is a publics" ^;
Associated Students, Universi
.
Pacific and is published weekly
academic year. Entered asSl st(#
matter October 24,1924 at the r ^
Stockton, California, under
March 3, 1897. Subcriptw11 *^
year.
Telephone 946-2U4, ^jo
College Press Service a vjces,
Educational Advertising Ser ^ ^
Lexington Avenue, New York
All material copyright The Pa

23,

23,
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Sex Factor Diminishes In Coed Dorm Atmosphere
fraternities and
only four residence
on campus are strictly male
female. All others are coJucational. JVh* - m iike so
to otnei ^ >f the opposite
clos?
sax'
•Everything tones down,"
Phil Moore, an RA in his
fcond year at McConchie Hall,
fs a lot more tame, there's a
lot more respect of rights. . .
everyone just takes co-ed living
Outside

*!S

rities,

desisiitj

in",
nd |
'Port
tlii
"Will;
'Waft
les,
wilit,
eintht

y0U see yourself
less
less aTT
as one or the other"
contends Adam Egglund, 'a
Raymond freshman living on
Cos ins floor. Ideally, Adam
would give each student a single
room, and floors would be co-ed

byr0omnandW°menalternating

Candy Rogers, Raymond
senior, _ lists "overcoming
m°de ®ty
3S 3 Chief P^lem in
coed dorm life, "When you're

iue t for granted.
"Sex decreases in a co-ed
>hy
situation,
believe it or not.Ithink
lattl*
vou'd find the same thing at
1 is it
In ft Grace Covell or South-West. Two
years ago South-West was like
big fraternity with 260 or so
raen, and the guys were shacking
ase ij up all the time."
"Relationships are
111
definitely
more a friendship-type
lot h
ngft thing at Raymond.Iwouldn't like
tb itany other way," says Carolyn
will Costin. "Immediately whenIgot
here and found myself RA of an
mt ii all-women floor, we decided to
IsI convince everyone to change,
tatui cause I thought it would be a
icen more healthy atmosphere."
eoplt
For what were male and female
med
if not the most invidious of the
lelj
,"l» false polarities into which
ft undergraduate reason was want
losunder Truth?"
John Barth

Fraternities Host Rush
» Continuing the tradition of
Wing Rush, the Interfraternity

jM«JUOP is beginning ,he
if

activities

of parties,

fS ?nd otber enertainment.

R

If three m!ia" attemPt by the
Phi.Ai^ oers of IFC> Omega
^ Alpha Sigma Alpha Fpsilon

c

25??-sh°wer'and in the ne*t
stall there happens to be a guv
especiauy if she happens to be
tan
One disadvantage
freshman Charley Mosher sees is
getting intimate with some girl
on your noor, totally blowing it
and having to live with her the
rest of the year.
Ithinkyouget to see girls as
people," he says, "Yeah, very
much so. And you really feel
towards some of them like
they're your sisters; you get
Coed-dorm inhabitants interact during a card
really close to them . . .Also,
lounge,
and
after
just
seeing
each
"We can maintain our own
there's a better chance to. get to
other
around
a
lot,
they
go
to a identity, but we can also go over
know girls without them thinking
you're making a pass at them." movie, and they end up as to South-West or any of the
"People go around in friends, or as more than friends if campus functions. The only
something clicks; a very casual unique thing is our size, and our
groups," Roger adds. "As far as relationship."
separation from campus."
dating's concerned, it's sort of
unofficial. It's the same sort of
Located across Pacific from
Head residents John and
thing, but they don't title it a the campus entrance, the two Jean Kurnick describe Southdate, and a lot of the formality is floors of McConchie Hall house
West Complex as "the best
gone.
some thirty students. Its situation for campus housing
"For example, two people population reflects a wide available." Coed since 1971,
might meet each other in a variety o'f interests, with majors South-West is moving more and
represented ranging from more toward a section-by-section
Drama to Pre-Dentistry.
mixture of men and women.
"Everything is done pretty
"An all-man or all-woman's
communally," say the "brothers dorm
with curfews
and
and sisters" who live there. "We restrictions is not a real
eat together, play together, live situation; it makes you do things,
together.
defiance, that you really don't
"Everyone's off on their own want to do. And it can be stifling
March 13 and Omega Phi, March
trip, though the general direction to a person's sence of other
19.
is toward being mellow. people."
McConchie is really cliquey, but
there's a lot less of that
Mens' Spring Rush will come cliqueyness directed toward a
to a close on Preference Day, single goal; we're not that much
March 22, complete with bell- alike, but we all get along. We
ringing,
fire
engines and hang together because we're
living together.
barbeques.

attrac

n

ppa Tau

to meet and

CiS members t0 their

ST

lor
,have been going on
6
and enc* today.
toesdav
1
CaVif ''°Pen House
hf-week « t eginnin-g f0 the
ush activities.
CtRT
spring
ethe elaborate rush
Parties
ng next Saturday
with n
m
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y
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the'ir
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On January 1, 1973, a decision was made to offer members
of California Colleges and Universities a Special Student
Automobile Insurance Policy. We've worked with the Auto
Insurance Industry for over 5 years to prove that the college
student is NOT a bad risk. Only Associated Student members
are offered substantial savings through this program.

Major in Urban Studies beginning in your Junior year.
Complete your bachelor's in only one year including study
in London with trips to the Continent.
Apply now for June '73 - August '74 program.

We discount premiums if you have been claim free for the
past 12 months • Additional discounts for good students •
10% annual discount for no losses • Discounts for more
than 1 car • New low rates for married males and single
females • Broad coverage type policy • Local and nation
wide claim service • Choice of easy payments • Policy may
be continued after graduation.

Limited enrollment — Coeducational.
Write: Urban Studies Admission, Bradford College,
Bradford, Mass. 01830 (near Boston)

a

NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES

I

$10 per month - all rent applied on purchase.
Keep uin.'
until paid for or. return any time
i_ tricks — m«
nimmicks —No interest.
No
No gimmicks

•tockton
^Jytock

iter Co.

sffipewri
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For More Information Check In The

Students Activities Office
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Affiliated with Dutdier Insurance Agency

I

1035 WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVE - SUITE 2C

m

• Downtown—249 E. Elinor
• Lincoln Center North

i
•
•

• Ladi—107 W. Una SI.

-5 - 1 ? -

Don't wait—Come in or call now for a personal quotation
on your auto insurance.

i CAMPUS INSURANCE AGENCY

RENT—TO OWN

so MONAOMAN'fl
CO
MOI

Emphasizing the general
izing difficulty over so many
people, they stress the imprtance
of students getting involved with
a lot of different people,
people.
"People this year made an
effort to meet each other before
bringing their outside friends
into the group. People sit in the
halls late at night and BS, they
play the piano, go to movies; it's
a homey atmosphere, where you
get a chance to be an
individual..."
"I don't know if mixing
helter-skelter is an ideal thing,"
John contends. "These people
are young enough, unattached
enough that they need privacy.
You can get too caught up in this
brother-sister thing."

-NEWSPECIAL STUDENT
AUTO INSURANCE
PROGRAM

FINISH-DEGREE
IN

game.

1-

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95207

478-2450
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BITCH ^"Ich dies not yet exist. The name is
BITCH is an organization wh
^ sounds like.
not an acronym. It sta"ds fj£ ^ ^here are many definitions of a
BITCH is composed of Bitches. : here a^ ^
dQg Thoge

bitch. The most c°mpll^n^e also Homo sapiens are rarely as
definitions of bitches who are a
^ depgnd strongly on
They
vary
r
objective.
J °™.^crasiders herself. However, everyone
how much of a bitch the de 1
aie dog 0r otherwise.

Photography Editor

Doug Haverty
Entertainment Editor

ISS.tSScddi ™Uial case which will not concern us

Chip Meyer

here. But she is never a "true womanBitches is that they
The most prominent characteristic ofa^^r. They violate
rudely violate conceptions of Prope
iolate them. Their attitudes
them in different ways but they^
Mentations. their
towards themselves and oth®r Pf pl^af hf ndling their bodies, all
personal style, their appearance and way tf hamm 8^^.^ and
jar people and make> them feely' {1 uncomfortable around

Circulation

What is it that would cause the Speaker of the House of
Representatives to say, "Congress will stand for nothing less than a
complete reassertion of Congressional power and authority ?, or the
majority leader Tip O'Neil to say, referring to President Nixon,
"Congress is going to make him responsive?"
No matter the reason, Congress, like it or not, has found itself in a
subordinate position to the executive. As one writer puts it, "Talk of
course, is painless. It is not a remedy.
If we try to go beyond the talk and the political rhetoric, we may
find the answers to why Congress is in a subordinate position an how it
can reassert its power.
Often times it is easy to criticize and go beyond one's own
knowledge. It seems hard to believe that Congress can get anyone to
be responsive to it, much less the President, unless Congress and its
leadership first become more responsive to their members, to the
public, and the problems that confront the nation.
When we talk of being more responsive, the catchword is
accountability. For example, the seniority system. The seniority
system is the most shocking barrier to accountability in the national
government today. It frustrates a basic political right; the citizen s
capacity to call to account those who hold the levers of power. The
public will never be able to make the committee chairmen
accountable without requiring them to stand individually before
fellow party members for reelection.
For years veteran legislators have been placed in their choice
committee assignments, crowned kings, and that was that. If the
seniority system is changed, it is logical to assume that if a chairman
faces a confirmation vote every two years he will be more responsive
to his constituzncy of fellow Democrats or Republicans.
It is more than repeal of the seniority system which is coming
closer to a reality recently, accountability stretches to the public also.
Drives have to be made to limit committee secrecy, or at least to
restict sharply the practice of conducting important public business
behind closed doors.
According to the Congressional Quarterly, in 197136 percent of all
Congressional committee meetings were held in secret session, down
only slightly from the 41 percent figure of 1970. National security and
personal privacy are legitimate reasons for closing some committee
sessions but it seems unlikely that such topics account for more than
one third of all sessions.
I have spoken of ways Congress can reform itself which should
help in the fight with the President, but what is the Congress fighting
against? What has caused some critics to label our legislative system
obsolete?
There is no doubt Congressmen are coming from a wider range of
races and backgrounds. Indeed many Congressmen are fitting the
description of half welfare worker, half legislator, eyes constantly on
their constituencies.
As one reporter put it, "if ouc legislators pass the test of ability,
the do not pass so easily the test of power and influence.'' That power
and influence is in the hands of the executive.
The emerging executive force is an inherent part of our modern
society. Congress is weakened by the television and its magnification
of the leader. That gap between leading figures and their political
colleagues is great. Legislatures are also weakened by the difficulty
of policying developments as they happen. It us stated in a recent
article in the Washington Post, "politics is not only the art of the
possible it is the art all too often of the immdiately possible, of short
term crisis management." The president takes that responsibility
and uses it.
Part of the attempt to regain power will be determined ii
Congress can in effect reform itself. There are no simple solutions to
the problem and it will take more than reform. It will take
determination to use the power that Congress still has to resist any
further encroachments.
By STEPHEN SMITH

est#

«n s?

A Reader's Rage
Drama may be of interest to
many students at UOP, but
care little about reading of petty
jealous,
backbiting ani|
personality conflicts in our
paper. As a student who reads
this paper every week, I have
grown tired of learning of
problems
in
the Drama
department through the reviews
of Doug Haverty.
His reviews, with an
occassional one from Tei
Snyder, have shown me that
nobody in the department
criticizes Sy Kahn in public for
anything significant, especially
in reviews, that a student named
Joseph Lillis broke away andhas
started a storefront theatre 01
very little funds, that he isnotal
all liked by the Drama
department, and that while Sy
. Kahn does nothing wrong, Joe
Lillis does nothing right.
What I am concerned withis
the fact that I have not seen a
decent review of a UOP
production which was not selfserving, or a fair review of a
production such as Lillis'. What
is shown of a writer's prejudice
when he places quotation marls
around the word, director?
Would it be fair for me to do the
same with the word reviewer ifl
disagreed with Doug Haverty?
Maybe Haverty has a
dramatic background which
may qualify him as a reviewer,
but is it really fair to expect that'
student can be just in ®
criticism, when his future fl
drama at UOP may depend»
what he writes?
Frank Johnston
Grace Covell Hall

deplore asbiteby'andca^Uheni frustrated women." Frustrated they
may be, but the cause is social not sexual.
fprrioip as
Our society has defined humanity as male, and female as
something other than male. In this way, females could be human only
by living vicariously through a male. To be able to live, a woman ha®
to agree to serve, honor and obey a man and what she gets in
exchange is at best a shadow life. Bitches refuse to serve honor, or
obey anyone They demand to be fully functioning human beings, n >
They want to he both female and hum
them social contradictions. The mere existence of Bitches ne8ates
the idea that a woman's reality must come through her relations ip
a man and defies the belief that women are perpetual children who
must always be under the guidance of another.
This is the root of h e r o w n oppression as a woman. Bitches are not
only oprressed as women, they are oppressed for not being "ke
women. "Because she has insisted on being human before being
feminine, on being true to herself before kowtowing to social
pressures, a Bitch grows up an outsider.
When she meets the hard brick wall of sex prejudice she is not
compliant. She will knock herself out batting her head against the
wall because she will not accept her defined role as an auxiliary.
Women are even more threatened because they cannot forget she
is a woman. They are afraid they will identify with her too closely. She
has a freedom and an independence which they envy and challenges
them to forsake the security of their chains. Neither men nor women
can face the reality of a Bitch because to do so would force them to
face the corrupt reality of themselves. She is dangerous. So they
dismiss her as a freak.
Bitches have to learn to accept themselves as Bitches and to give
their sisters the support they need to be creative Bitches. Bitches
must learn to be proud of their strength and proud of
themselves, move away from the isolation which has been their
protection and help their younger sisters avoid its perils. They must
recognize that women are often less tolerant of other women than are
men because they have been taught to view all women as their
enemies. And Bitches must form together in a movement to deal with
their problems in a political manner. They must organize for their
own liberation as all women must organize for theirs. We must be A CRITICS REPLY
strong, we must be militant, we must be dangerous. We must realize
Theatre is a cornrne,ry
that Bitch is Beautiful and that we have nothing to lose. Nothing product and as a reviewer „ jj!
t nt
whatsoever.
obligated to inform a pote
Printed by permission of the author.
customer if a play is ^
merchandise. A reviewer
CONGRESS
right to say what he feels
as prejudice as the
warrants.
apCr
When reading the v ^
every week you must be c ^
not to confuse reviews
editorials, and whateve ^
read into them is y°u
business.
^
In my short life as a re
I have reviewed one Sy
j
productions (I was in tPie.° .aiid
and gave it an honest revi ^
criticized the selection an ^
not mar my future
department at all.
?

Z'sZZ.

If anyone out there
disturbed by my reviews ^
them to review me ' ^
upcoming production of *
Earth.
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'Ravel' Has A

^rson Y Movie: Quackser Fortune's

Neil Simon Comedy: Last of the Red Hot

Cousin, 6:30 & 9 pm.
„ nd Frolic, Conservatory 8 pm.
M dieval and Renaissance Music Recital:
The Edgar Hoover Consort, Delta Speech

Civic Theatre
Sunday February 25:
Anderson Y Movie: Quackser Fortune's
Cousin 6:30 & 9 pm.
Tuesday February 27:

fHereon Y Movie: Quackser Fortune's

Senior Recial: James
Conservatory 8:15.

Maples
'

piano

ASUOP
Rock
Concert:
The
Butter,ield
Group,
Stockton
Auditorium 8 pm

Rau|
dvi

rousin, 6:30 & 9 pm.

nond Frolic, Conservatory 8 pm.
L of the Pioneer Museum: 1201 N.

Pershing Ave from 2:30
MusjC

Teacher's

- 3:30 Free.
Association Recital:

Wednesday February 28:

pioneer Museum 3 pm.

Band Frolic Gets It On
Band Frolic is one of the men and women category Grace
most popular events of the school Covell andSouth/West; women's
year for the campus and the category will include Kappa
community. This year it is Alpha Theta, Delta Delta Delta,
scheduled for Feb. 23 and 24.
Alpha Chi Omega and Delta
The annual Band Frolic is Gamma and in the men's
under the supervision of the category Phi Kappa Tau, Alpha
Conservatory of Music with Kappa Lambda, Omega Phi
student Bill Nestler, as General
Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Chairman and David Goedecke Episilon.
as faculty advisor. The 1973 Band
Frolic has developed mainly
Judges may be imported
from the efforts of the living from inside and outside the
groups presenting the various community rather than solely
acts, however, a student campus personnel. The judges
committee of band members has will act independently, not as
put in many hours arranging and expert drama critics, but more
coordinating the show.
from the viewpoint of the man on
This year the participants the street in search of a good
will be as follows: in a combined show.

unclassified
ANOUNCEMEMiS
CHARTERS YEAR ROUND
more club fees! 50 Departures,
®ls° NYC, Japan & Australia. Youth
"res, too. Since 1959: ISTC. 323 N.
everly Dr., Beverly Hills, Ca. 90210,
||21J) 275-8180
j^OHA,

SENIORS

KAMAAINA

ODnnrt^6 '"formation
on
job
in
eran u"ltles
Hawaii
after
Wr'te
to:
Carp"3
Kamaaina
0pportunity Day, Box 9668,
HnnT,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820.

Diss!" typing: Genevieve Macias
Term d
" Thoses
u m Papers, etc
ft*

e:

6Pm

thru 10pm
478-0354

forseri

Deve'°Pment

stock
French,

0 extra iifnese' Math, and script,
- buy! C (frge- Rent to try before
titles .o an Joa9uin Business
es-130 N. California, 465-5881

^eP°sits J!a,amu*s-I am now taking
red Ali!rrd litter >>icks of pure,rnJan
Malamute puppies
s°me bro^n
Beaatifully marked,
ancfwhit
and white, some black
e «

Boi)oker at Li00
dl

Vw

price ranSe-Call B'"

465-8997

Ser

u^'UDs'16 °n

siikes

campus

for less.
ioffalve adjustments and

•^UStagg 462-6785.

Although the Stuart Little
Band's performance of the rock
opera, Ravel, has become a
campus tradition, their latest
presentation was unique in its
incorporation of music, dance,
and mime.
As the band began to play it
became apparent that the
fourteen-page program was a
necessity; the melody of the flute
and the slurred words of the lead
singer were nearly overpowered
by three guitars. As Ravel
progressed, however, the quality
of the music noticibly improved.
The Stuart Little Band faded
into the background as Bernard
Bang's facial expressions and
controlled movements created i
memorable characterizations of j
the roles of Ravel and the Logic u
Crow. His rapport with the 1
audience was evident in Burn the {
Wind when spontaneous clapping a
accompanied a mime of his
struggle for freedom. Bang and
John Casserley depicted two
aspects of Ravel's character as
he grew from childhood to
wisdom.
The love scenes in Ravel
were some of the best in the show.
The mood was well balanced; the
scenes were touching without
being saccharine. Casserley and
Cathy Dylan were outstanding.
Ravel was far from being
dominated by a few performers.

\
\

Help Wanted: Advertising positions
available for Pacifican. Good pay for
responsible individuals with car
bike.
Contact Alan Stewart
Pacifican. 946-2114.

in a dance composition all of the
dancers contribute to the total
effect. George Akina, Beth King,
Ann Kinsey, and Anne Reinke
also had the opportunity to
demonstrate their skills. Every
motion in the dance flowed into
the next, and the difficult il

lusion of effortlessness was
achieved.
The Stuart Little Band,
Bernard Bang, and John
Casserley's Dance Troupe
received an immediate and
enthusiastic standing ovation. It
fine group of performers.

Our Own Mother Earth Is For Real
See ME soon is more than a
slogan. It is an invitation to see
the musical revue, Mother
Earth.
Originally produced by the
South Coast Repertory Company
in Southern California, Mother
Earth played in Los Angeles and
San Francisco. UOP's cast has
the distinction to be the first non-

Director Mark Wardrip has
classified the show a "rock
vaudeville with soul music." The
satire of
man and his
environment consists of fortyeight
fast-moving
routines
ranging from slapstick to the
macabre.
A slide screen is the only
prop on stage. The lack of props

Help Wanted: If you are interested ir
earning from $100 to $1,000 and up in
your spare time call 478-7566.

SALE

For
Sale:
Dyneco
PAT-4
preamplifier and stereo 80 amplifier.
80 watts RMS.
Top rated system
Must sell-sacrifice at $220 or best
offer. New price $320-3 months old.
Call Don Hardin at 464-3944.

For Sale: Brand new Spanish guitar

now on sale fora very low price. Must
sell now! Call 477-5004.
For
Sale-1970
Honda
CB100
motorcycle.
Great shape.
End
campus parking problems.
$24o
__

ana story line leaves nothing to
assist the actors. Consequently,
Mother Earth is dependent on the
caliber and skill of the actors and
actresses who are called upon to
portray objects as well as human
beings.
Mother Earth is an intimate
show, requiring a high energy
level," explained Mark Wardrip.
involved
has
"Everyone
demonstrated enthusiasm and
talent." The cast of Liz Bills,
Eileen Hall, Doug Haverty, Jim
Kelley, Carole Mund, Cleardis
Oliver, Jane Patton, Kathy
Rainey, Frank Salvaggio and
Roxanna
Ward
will
be
accompanied by piano, guitar,
bass, and percussion.
Mother Earth opens on
March 2 at the DeMarcus Brown
Theatre. It will also play March
3,4,8,9, and 10, with the March 8
performance free to ASUOP
cardholders. Curtain time is
3pm. See ME soon.

SUMMER JOBS

For Sale:
1962 Jeep. Excellent
condition. $975 orbest offer. 464-3944

477-7957.

)

Bernie Bang mimes in last Wednesday'? Ravel.

Wanted:
High quality crafts
accepted on consignment. Curious
Corner Crafts 2315 Pacific Ave
Phone 4622621 Tues-Fri. l-5pm.

FOR

y

By ELLEN POWELL

Jobs available-students needed for
next fall working on the Narajado
staff. There are pay positions as well
as 4 unit positions. Contact Jan
Mitchell at 478-0322.

Cal1948-3325

5jfter?R.MATH
Hebrew ia ln Spanish,

ads
HELP W A N TED

Class in ESP

for informat[linded °nly'

New Face

By ELLEN POWELL

By DOUG HAVERTY

.rts Auditorium 8 pm.
. II simon Comedy: Last of the Red Hot
j^vers, Stockton Civic Theatre 8:30.

February 23, 1973

el bandido ,
23<=>s fAtoPXC AMr 'S -'A ONiCUe

Guys 8i Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches
and Resorts throughout the na
tion. Over 35,000 students aided
last year For Free information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve
lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901,
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY

February 23, 1973

Columbia. S. America

Rodriguez Improves
Physics Program

By LESLIE KAPP
Two years ago, the United textbooks and two laboratory
Nations Educational, Scientific manuals during his two year
and
Cultural
Organization, assignment in Colombia.
Speaking
about
his
UNESCO, honored UOP by
experience
as
a
contributor
to
the
selecting Dr. Rodriguez, an
assistant professor in COP's advancement of the Physics
Physics Department, to serve as Department at the Universidad
a specialist for a recently de Antioquia, Rodriguez stated
established physics department that well-trained teachers are
at the Universidad de Antiquio in basically needed. "I do not feel
that highly trained physicists in
Medellin, Colombia.
Rodriguez was instrumental terms of advanced research are
in preparing a set of guidelines needed. However, there is a real
for the development of the demand for teacher training on
department and the creation of both college and high school
new programs and courses in levels. I am tempted to say that
physics during the period of Jan the job market is quite open,
'71 through Dec '72. Rodriguez there are no surplus of physicists
stated that his main objective in Colombia."
Rodriguez was also eager to
was "to create a massive
stress
the importance and value
improvement program for the
of
a
physics
department much
Physics Department on all
closer to home - on the UOP
levels."
The major problem facing campus. "Many students here do
Rodriguez in undertaking such not realize that although we have
an objective was the overall a small physics department, it is
absence of fully qualified physics better known outside of the
professors. The University's University than within the
Physics
Department
was school. Our department is
established in 1964, yet it did not recognized throughout the world
receive full approval and as a source of both innovating
research and excellent education
recognition until 1972.
in
the field of physics."
Rodriguez devised an entire
physics curriculum which
enabled both high school and
university professors to receive
their degrees. At present, the
Physics department at the
Petitions are available now
University is fully accredited.
in the ASUOP office for positions
The original staff has increased
of president, vice president,
to the present number of twentysenators
at-large,
head
two professors.
songleader and cheerleader.
Together with modeling a
Anyone who is interested is
workable
and
acceptable
welcome to apply.
curriculum, Rodriguez was also
The deadline for turning in
instrumental
in
the
signed petitions to the Elections
establishment
of
teachingCommittee is March 5. By that
training programs on both
time, all candidates must have
university and high school levels.
passed the constitution test and
The
training
program
submitted a statement for the
emphasized new trends in
voters' guide.
physics instruction and modern
The ASUOP general election
laboratory techniques. He feels
will be held on March 20. The date
that this program "is an
has been moved up from last
excellent way of improving the
year's April 12 because the
quality of the professors in the
present officers hope to give the
physics department."
new administration time to
Aside from assisting in the
approve a budget before year's
administrative planning of the end.
Physics Department, Rodriguez
also taught advanced courses in
physics. He graduated from
Havana University in 1955,
continuing as a post graduate at
the Institute of Physics in Mexico
ASUOP must be commended
and in Argentina, during which for its gallant attempt to quell the
he also worked for the Nuclear- persistent nagging of hungry
Energy Commission in Mexico. stomachs at
the
recent
Munch
Out.
In 1963 Rodriguez traveled to University
Puerto
Rico,
where
he Unfortunately the entertainment
established
the
physics was not as exciting as the food.
Guitarist Phil McKay has a
curriculum for the University of
Puerto Rico. By 1964, he was nice voice, but his repertoire of
teaching physics at Elbert Covell the hit songs of popular singers
College on the UOP campus, and (John Denver, Joni Mitchell,
finally in 1967 moved over to the Neil Young and Carole King) was
delivered in a style reminiscent
COP Physics Department.
With this extensive and of Gordon Lightfoot and Trini
impressive background in the Lopez.
Had McKay been able to
field of physics, Rodriguez was
able to publish three physics overcome his urge to mumble a

Election
Petitions Due

Review

KfrCiFlC
4K2 Miltt

Boolt

CTews

piv

Boost in Placement _

McGregor Assigned Directorship
By MARCIA SCULLY
William McGregor, director
of alumni-parent programs at
UOP since 1968, was recently
assigned additional responsibil
ities as director of placement for
the University.
With the appointment ot
McGregor, the placement office
is taking steps to enlarge its
services
and
provide
opportunities for more students.
McGregor
stated,
The
placement
office
is
an
economical move on the part of
the University to place students
in job opportunities through the
alumni."
In the past the placement
office at UOP has not been able to
capacitate the amount of
students desiring its assistance.
Limited placement services
were formerely offered through
the financial aids office under the
direction of Donald Smiley.

guidance. The rest is up to the
student. He must sell himself to
the prospective employer."
McGregor made it clear that
UOP's placement service is not
an employment agency. There is
no money involved in the
program.
In the three months that
McGregor has been with the
placement
office
twelve
appointments have been made
through alumni contacts.
McGregor stated that there has
been an increase in students
involved in the program.
In the three months that
McGregor has been with the
placment
office
twelve
appointments have been made
through alumni contacts.
McGregor stated that there has

been an increase in student
involvement and that he is
pleased to see the number 0[
students interested in placement
services.
Recruits who come to PaCjfjc
are well pleased with the turnout
of
students.
The military
recruits, who were on campus
last week, had theree people
interested enough to take the
prelimenary
tests
for
employment.
In an effort to expand
placement services a new
program
intitled
Career
Exploration will be in effect On
March 10, Pacific Day. There
will be representatives from
almost
every
profession
available to answer questions
and speak informally.

Part time and full time
undergraduate
employment,
aimed at satisfying financial
needs as well as career
objectives, is co-ordinated under
the direction of Gloria Carter.
This program puts special
emphasis
on
seeking
employment opportunities for
economically underpriveledged
students. Most students in this
portion of the program are
placed
in
community
involvement projects.
Placement through Carter is
also available to those students
who do nqt need employment
expressely. for financial needs
but who desire jobs for practical
experience in career oriented
jobs.
Bill
McGregor
handles
employment placement for both
graduating seniors and alumni.
Alumni
placement involves
locating potential employers for
alumni seeking new job
opportunities.
"The function of the
placement office," added
McGregor, "is to make the
student visible to an employer, to
arrange
interviews
and

Munch-Out Undercooked

2311 PACIFIC AVK

rd§e

The Pacifican

five minute introduction to every
song, his audience might have
looked entertained rather than
tolerant.
The coffee house atmosphere
was unique in that the audience
came and went. Once their
came and went. Once their
stomachs had stopped growling
most entertainment unappeased.

A-l Kotzin Introduces

TOBIAS
TROUSERS'"
The Silhouette is
lfesterday, The Fit
i
s
T
^ay-

{Bourbon Street!
j
Liquors
| LIQUORS
I WINES
* MIXES
KEG BEER
2112 Pacific, on The Avenue
18 S. Calif., Downtown Underground
,3826 WEST LANE 464-38MI

P-1 KOTZIN C-O
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Poe Performance Poor
By PAT PINNEY

The cast of "Mother Earth" invites your attendance starting March 2 at the DeMarcus Brown Theatre

Bnrv page Six.

medire.

Clerc's 'Pillar' Staged At Delta
By PATRICK PINNEY
Premier of performance of
The Pillar, a new play by Charles
Clerc, will be staged at Delta
College March 3, 4, 8,9, under the
direction of Franklin Wilbur,
Associate Director of Theatre.
Clerc, a widely published writer,
is a professor at UOP.
Wilbur describes The Pillar
as a "a very exciting play of real
substance." A "tragedy of today
and tomorrow,", it centers upon
the conflict of an American
peacemaker and a
young
revolutionary partriot amidst
outer turmoil in a small,
unnamed country. Dramatic
tensions are created by violence
Md reason, freedom and control,
individual c o n s c i e n c e a n d
authority.
The fascinating thing about
•• Wllbur says, is that "the
PPosing sides are partially right
. Partially
wrong."
In
dition, the play is also about
COP Professor Charles Clerc's
.V,
power, love partriotism
ravenge.
re
i
Wilbur also manuscripts, The Pillar placed
led that from among 700
"near the very top" in national
competition for the Eugene
O'Neill American Playwrights
Conference in New Year.
The Pillar is Clerc's first
play, although he has published a
BaJep!0® International Folk
wide range of fiction and literary
b.fginning a new
tester
criticism. He has served as
Tuesrtav • ,
dancing every
acting chairman
of
the
A»der on^ -fr0m 7 t0 9 in the
Department
of
English
at
UOP,
lmng
Hal1
0n
the
agenn
German are dances from and several years ago he had a
Vdgoslaf' England' America, television series of lectures on
excitin V1.a' Eul§aria and other the Modern American Novel.
'JJS Places.
Before entering the teaching
feanH^'k1^ Eas dancers of all profession, Clerc worked at a

Folk Dance
J®

Spectators are also

Vers

to Puzzle

one side of the stage and
retrieved it on the opposite side of
the stage. When asked if he ever
took a class in mime he replied,
"Not really, but I have seen
Marcelle
Marceau
on
television." It would seem he
does not get very good reception
on his set.
At certain points during his
performance the audience was
unsure
whether
his
interpretation was comic or
dramatic. This left the audience
with only one reaction, to remair
quiet and stiffle their laughter.

Jamming
Equipment
Available
The Anderson Y Music Union
has both equipment and a place
for student jamming available
this semester to campus people
Doug Methven, Chairman, plans
to make the service more usable
this semester.
Available equipment in
cludes: one Bassman amp, one
Vibrolux amp, two speaker
cabinets, one PA system and
three
microphones.
To
use this equipment you sign-up at
the Y and Methven advises that
early sign-ups will insure
availability.
The jamming schedule is on
Saturdays 8 tol; Sundays 12 noon
to 6 and Mondays 7 to 10.

SONY

SONY
sony

\6u never heard it so good.
Tap* R«cord*r> — Tepe
Decks — Tap* Accessories

The Pillar will be staged at Delta.
variety of jobs and travelled
around the world including
several years at sea. "All grist
for the writers mill," he calls it.
One idea behind The Pillar came
to him when he visited the
dungeon of a castle in Europe,
where political prisoners were
formerly held. The play
germinated for a long time, he
said, and was shaped by recent
historical events: civil wars,
assassinations, peace meetings.
"But it is a wholly imaginative
drama, and not based on any
contemporary history," he said.

iS")r0VidPHlleieSandinStrUCtiOn

»elCom

UOP had the misfortune to
see Murray Brown's One Man
Theatre presentation of the
works of Edgar Allan Poe. One
might imagine that the works of
Poe would be immortal, however
last weekend they received a
mortal wound. Brown did his best
to destroy several of Poe's best
works, and succeeded quite
admirably.
It appeared that Brown had a
speech impediment which made
his words unintelligable to the
human ear. Later it became
evident that he merely did not
enunciate clearly, making it
difficult for the audience to
follow the plot of any of his
presentations.
When he was not ranting and
raving indiscernably, he was
mumbling. He mumbled his way
through The Raven, The Cask of
Amontillado, The Bells, and The
Tell Tale Heart; all of which he
acted out abomidably.
The only redeeming factor in
Brown's favor was his excellence
as a Poe historian. During his
performance he introduced each
presentation with a story of its
origin. Brown should be content
as an historian and not a
performer.
Using supposed mime
techniques to portray the stories,
Brown only furthered the
ruination of his performance.
During The Cask of Amontillado
he placed an imaginary torch on

New phone No. DIAL 4-M-OV-l-£-S
157 West Adams Behind Baskin-Robbins
On Pacific Avenue's Miracle Mile
—Comfortably Heated—

CUfCafoaSii/

SONY

TMWtS.
TIL t 6130 Pacific A*©.—477-0082

SONY
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Pacific Sports
Friday, Feb. 23 Baseball, vs. St. Mary's, Stockton, 2:30 pm;
Swimming, vs. FresnoState, Fresno, 4 pm; Golf, vs. Stanislaus State,
Stockton, 1 pm

1973

Host St Mary's,USF
By J I M MCCARTNEY

Pacific; s baseball team,
which opened the season last
weekend
by
splitting
a
doubleheader against Santa
Clara, will host St. Mary's today
at 2:30 pm and USF tomorrow in
a noon double header. All three
games will be played at
Stockton's Billy Hebert Field in
Ocik PcirK

Next Tuesday the UOP nine
will journey to Berkeley to battle
California.
"In our first two weeks we 11
Sunday, Feb. 25 Hockey, vs. Stockton Blades, Stockton, 8 pm
Tuesday, Feb. 27 Baseball, vs. California, Berkeley, 2:30 pm; Tennis, be facing some of the best teams
in Northern California," said
vs. UC-Davis, Davis, 2 pm
Thursday, March 1 Golf, Chico Tee-off Tourney, Chico, all day; head coach Tom Stubbs. USF is
always strong and should
Tennis, vs. Nevada-Reno, Stockton, all day
challenge Santa Clara for first
place in the WCAC, and Cal also
has a strong team."
"As forSt. Mary's they're an
unknown quantity to us now.
They have a new coach and new
pitchers."
The St. Mary's game was
originally scheduled for last
Tuesday but was rained out.
Women's League: R.K.S. Bucks,
Intramural
basketball
Last Saturday the Tigers Franz Vaiarello slides home with a run in Saturday's first game, wo.
appears headed for its most S.H.I.T., Frivolous Five.
won the first game, 5-1, and lost
successful seasons in history. As
by UOP, 5-1.
the second, 3-2.
of the end of last week a total of 47
Junior lefthander Rod Bovee walked two, and gave up ten and got the loss. He was replaced
teams with 400 players had "A" League: Omeko's, SAEA's, went the full route for UOP to
by sophomore righthander*
hits during the game.
entered the competition. More Supersonics, Faculty, Hatchetmen, pick up his first victory of the
Keim who struck out two and
UOP
streaked
out
to
a
2-0
teams were expected before Miller, NADS.
year. Hitting stars were Franz first inning lead in the second yielded two hits in his time onthe
"Bl" League: DretWemyss, Omega
competition got underway.
mound.
Vaiarello, who produced a single,
Intramural director Ross Phi, Slantos, Callison, Bio B's, SAE double, and triple, and catcher contest, but it was their only
offensive burst of the game. The
Pacific went with its
Cardinalli announced that the B's.
Dave Abdalla, who crashed a Broncos tied the score with two
men's teams will have seven
mighty triple in the seventh tallies in the second frame, a expected line-up of Mike
teams in the "A" category three "B2" League: East Bay Crackers, inning to bat in two runs and put
Backovich in left-field, Paid
single, two walks, and another MacDonald at second base, Mike
divisions of six, six, and seven Phi Tau B's, Over-the-hill-gang,
the game out of Santa Clara's single by Chris Kinsel produced
teams in the "C" category,
Walsh at third, Vaiarello in
Pharmers, Omega Phi 2, Jumpin reach.
the winning run in the sixth center-field, Abdalla catching
divisions of six, six, and seven Jehosaphats.
Pacific also added single inning.
teams in the "C" category.
Ron Zakoor at shortstop, Rod
runs in the third, fifth, and sixth.
After their first inning Beilby in right field, and BI
Only three women's teams "B3" League
Santa Clara's only run came in outburst the Tigers could not
have entered but Cardinalli Faculty B's
the sixth. Bovee struck out five, score off the pitching of Tim Ringer at first base.
expected more before
the Rummy's
There only two changes i»
Ryan or Mark Brosche, who went the line-up for the second game
deadline passed.
Oly's
the final three innings and picked Bob Bloomer,
There will be one champion SWA
a converted
up the win.
for each category and trophies Sinfonia Suckers
outfielder, was the catcher,»
Kappa Psi
will be given.
Pete Martinez started for Scott Boras replaced Be®!
The "A" category will use
UOP, went the first 5 1-3 innings, midway through the game.
the full court in the gym for
"CI" League
games and will also use the Beattie's Circus
scoreboard. Game times will be SAE Lions
The UOP track team will
Monday, 7-11; Tuesday, 7-11; Werner
open its 1973 season thisSaturday
The National Collegiate decision, there had been no
Wednesday, 9-11; and Thursday, Weymer's Renegades
in Chico when they meet the Athletic Association (NCAA) has on the number of scholars*
BIO C's
7*11.
Chico State Wildcats at 1 pm.
limited for the first time the awarded athletes, and no 1
Cardinalli expected the FAW MAC Five
For the second straight number of athletic scholarships set by individual institutions
SAE's, the Supersonics, and the Phi Tau C's
season coach Jim Santomier will awarded universities or colleges. conferences.
..
Faculty team to be the strongest
The NCAA, also rejecte
have mostly middle and long
The
NCAA
governs
many
in the "A"category.
The
distance runners on hand. There inter-collegiate sports at many proposal to grant scholarship
"C2" League
might be a few entrants in the US universities and colleges. The the basis of need, and chang
C
Men
Supersonics include football
field events, and there are no association voted to limit the policy regarding eligibiL y
players Larry Bailey, Vernie Derelects
sprinters.
,,
Kelley, Mike Mangrum, Jack Baun Hall Brawlers
number of awards in football to scholarships. To quail y#
Laughing
Kahunas
The
biggest
question
mark
Diggs, and Willard Harrell.
105,
and in basketball to 18. financial aid or competi 01 ,
for UOP as the season is about to Thirty football grants and six high school senior previously
Leading the way for the SAE Mason Family
Maintenance
begin is Mathias Michael. If the basketball grants will
"A" team are Kim Morton, Rick
be to prove that he or she wc1
Ethiopian runner can shake off a
Olson, Mark Curtis, and Pete
awarded to first year and able to achieve a 1.6 grade d
number of injuries he should be
Carroll. Basketball coaches Pete
transfer students, and the rest average (on a 4.0 sea ^
the top half-miler and miler on
Newell, Ray Bosch, and assistant "C3" League
will go to sophomore and college. The regulation
the squad.
football coach Walt Harris will be Cyclamates
allows a student to quali y
upperclass students.
AKL
Besides Michael, the Tiger
playing for the faculty.
she
has a C high school a
Prior
to
the
NCAA's
Parasites
spikers have Kirk Maness, halfASUOP has provided money
S.H.I.T.
mile; Rich Lord, mile; Rich
to pay the referees and the
Thunderchickens
Barnard, mile, two mile, three
official scorers.
Omega Phi C's
n#
mile; Craig Gardner, mile, six
In the fall semester, the proficient on one or
eCl
mile; Vincent Lewis, quarter Conservatory of Music will offer instruments. It is also exP
Discover the World on Your
mile, half mile; Tom Chaveez, a jazz course. Conceived by that the student has
SEMESTER AT SEA
quarter mile, half mile; John freshman, Mark Medin, and knowledge of jazz
Sails each September & February
Caldwell, mile, three mile: and approved by Dean Stedman and Since the course isajaz2
Dave Hansch, half mile.
Combine accredited study with
a faculty committee, the course rock music will not be inCclirSe.
Santomier is hoping that will consist of minor jazz repetoire covered in tlie K
educational stops in Africa, Aus
me
tralasia and the Orient. Over 7500
Kevin Bennett and Steve Spiro, ensembles.
Choices
of
A specific course J*
students from 450 campuses have
both football players, will be able instrumentation, compositions
not yet been decided. 4P<
-*
already experienced this interna
to participate in the discus and and arrangements will be
ftoday
Hav —
eS,
he
a
meeting
"
tional program. A wide range of
shotput.
decided
upon
by
the room C of the Music An" (5 i
financial aid is available. Write
Should
be
in
the
relay'
participating
students.
discuss this and other
restf
now for free catalog:
events, including the mile, two
t
h
e
c
o
u
r
s
e
.
A
n
y
'
,
The
course
will
be
open
to
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666
mile.
any University student who is student is urged to at

Saturday, Feb. 24 Baseball, vs. USF (2), Stockton, 12 noon; Track, vs.
Chico State, Chico, 1 pm

Intramurals

Basketball Rolls
Into Play

Trackstars
Meet Chico

Athletic Scholarships lipited

Students Offered Jazz CI a?

Icemen Face-Off Sunday
By JIM MCCARTNEY

Strokers Eye PCAA Finals
MCCARTNEY

Richer in both player talent
protective equiment than it
. {0r last November's gapie
*th Reno, the UOP hockey club
' ill have its second game of the
'eason this Sunday when it takes
L ice against the Stockton
Blades at Stockton's Oak Park
Ice Rink. Face-off is at 8 pm. and
admission is free.

UOP should be stronger for
The UOP swimming team
this game because of the
nmprovement of players who chalked up two more victories
last Saturday and will close out
r 6 ^ginners i" September
and the participation of the regular season this afternoon
defenseman Jim Wyman and when it battles the Fresno State
Bulldogs in Fresno at 4 pm.
forward Jim Brown "b
Minnesota Natives.
Next weekend the Pacific
The beginners who have Coast
Athletic
Association
made considerable imrovement championships will be held in
this season include Scott Long Beach.
The UOP club should not be Dimmick, Mike Milhaupt, Doug
Beginning Monday the
infused with the Pacific Club of
Hillbloom,
Doug Shaw, Dan Tigers cut their workout down to
Stockton, which is composed of
McCartney, and Chris Hunefeld. 10,000 yards from the usual .
local players. The UOP team
Lines and defensive pairs 14,000. The last workout before
members are UOP students.
have not been firmly established the PCAA finals will be 1,000 (
The Stockton Blades team is f or the game. The forwards will
yards, so the swimmers will go \
aggregation of local players likely be Red Smith, Mark
into the main event rested but j
utiodo not play for either of the Harrison, John Shepard, A1 ready.
:
two Stockton teams.
Menkes, Mike Lander, Mike
Last weekend UOP downed
Costello, Hud Bunce, Milhaupt, San Jose State and Humboldt Rick Reeder (center)
of Pacific dives toward a victory in last
McCartney, and Dimmick.
State to run its dual meed Saturday's meet.
The
defensemen
will record to 10-0. If Pacific can beat
These four swimmers, plus
probably be Mark Schmidt, Pete Fresno State, it will mark the confident of winning."
Junior Rick Reeder still distance
specialists
Rick
Shepard, Dave Shaw, Steve first time a Bill Rose-coached
ranks
first
nationally
in
the
100Hendricks
and
Dave
Kenyon,
Fifteen
junior-college "Mad Dog" Tierney, Wyman, swim team has gone undefeated.
yard freestyle with a 46.7, and is have qualified for the NCAA
transfers have signed to play and Shaw.
"Art Ruble, a freshman, is second in the 200-yard free with a
finals to be held in Knoxville,
Splitting time in goal for the best swimmer Fresno has
football at UOP next fall.
1:42.6.
Tennessee, in late March.
UOP will be Rusty Rose and Bob ever had,"said Rose. "He swims
The group of newcomers
Joe Dietrich is fifth in the 50
Rose also expects Bob Love
Crawford.
everything well but is best in the free with a 21.3, and the 400 free
enrolled for the spring semester
to qualify in the 200 and 400 IM
sprint freestyle and the 200-yard relay team of Dietrich, Reeder,
will hopefully shore up some of
and the 200 breast, and Steve
The club recently received individual medley. It should be a
the weak spots the Tigers' have
Randy Snider and Bob Hayes is Lewis to qualify in the 200
grants totalling-$700 from private hard fought contest but we are
been left with due to graduation
fifth with a 3:11.7.
butterfly and 1650 free.
donors. At this time it is not
losses.
known exactly how the money
"We tried to concentrate on
will
be spent, but shin guards,
filling in the areas where we will
gloves, and pants are the most
suffer our biggest losses," said
likely purchases. Last week
Head Coach Chester Caddas,
By PAM BERGMAN
who earned Northern California
eight helmets were bought with
newcomers
to
The UOP men's tennis team the girls' team until they have and
Coach-of-the-Year honors in
the small fund which had began its season against Chico won a few matches.
intercollegiate tennis. They show
guiding the Tigers to an 8-3 accumulated.
State, a traditionally tough
Our number one man, Randy a lot of of promise, and with a few
record during his rookie season
refinements to their strokes and
Several serious injuries have competitor. The players feel they Widegren, a senior, streaked
last fall. "We needed to replace
strategies, should prove definite
been suffered by club players have a much better team this past Doug Runquist of Chico in
key losses in the offensive line this year. Injuries last semester year with strong players all down straight sets, 6-1, 6-1. Widegren
assets to the team.
and at linebacker. We're happy included a concussion and a the line. A general consensus of played a cool, impressive
UOP's doubles teams made a
with the results and we think
good showing, but the intuitive
broken thumb, and more recent opinion, also, is that the new strategy game, with well-placed
we ve found the people who can
teamwork vital to this type of
injuries have been a broken nose coach, Dick Ricks of Delta drop shots that kept his opponent
Set the job done."
tennis was lacking. This was only
College, has the drive and know- hopping. In the number two spot,
and a four-stitch cut.
natural since the team had been
Five offensive linemen and
Hopefully, there will be a how needed to spark the team to a Pete Bohlinger, a freshman with
together less than two weeks
three linebackers are among the large crowd at the game Sunday new high in the PCAA this year. a powerful and accurate serve,
newcomers along with three to witness the first ice hockey Ricks even refused to allow the was narrowly upset by Mike before the match, and two of the
pairs were juggled around
men to play mixed doubles with Tiberg, 6-4, 6-4.
ensive backs, two defensive
victory in UOP's history.
The most spectacular match moments ahead of time. As the
"nemen, two offensive backs and
aw'de receiver. Four of the new
was played by Steve Kessler. At season progresses, we should see
the
end of a tense, extremely an improvement, as the potential
amvals earned All-America
close
three sets, a sudden-death is certainly there.
ention as JC standouts and nine
tie breaker awarded the decision
By the time this article
them were all-league
By BOB CRAWFORD
appears,
the netters will have
in
favor
of
Chico's
Paul
Mormers last year,
played
USF
at Golden Gate Park,
Torricelli.
Kessler,
a
strong
had
enough
people
signed
up
on
fading
the
list
of
Last Friday, the Rugbv Club
participated
in
the
coders to the offensive line decided to disband because of the roster to play games this player, possessed the athletic and
ability and stamina to go the Sacramento Invitational to be
season,
however,
the
problem
0hn Prichard, a 6-2,225-pound
lack of interest. The problem
has been that many of the players distance and still come up with held at Sac. State. The girls also
pente>- from Merced College.
haunted the club all season but
could
not be counted on for great shots right to the finish. will have opened their season
GHHhard was named
to was finally climaxed when the games. Since the team was Kessler was to play with a racket Feb. 22 against American River
Wlre
s
team
first All-America
team could only field five players
composed of people on and off other than his usual which many College.
was an
an a^"Valley for a game and needed at least
^aguean<1 W3S
campus it was often hard to get in have had something to do with a
Matches scheduled for the
standout last season.
fifteen men to play.
slight loss of control on his serve, week of Feb. 25-Mar.2 are vs. UC
touch
with
players
and
to
commit
Goodyear, a 6-2, 240Pound
but all in all, we should look to Davis and Reno for the men, and
In past years, the club has them to games.
tackle
C0ii
from Ventura
him
for some victories in the vs. Modesto JC for the women.
been strong and was able to field
mentige' earned honorable
future.
The Reno match will be held
At
least
two
of
the
Ruggers
teams
for
all
games
and
a»d °n,^"America recognition
m
Mark Wieser in sixth position atUOP, 1pm on Thurs. Mar. 1,
don't want to give up. David
tournaments.
As
members
of
the
e
UB,
the all-Western State
California
Rugby Kinnear and John Reinhart have scored an easy win over Chico's and should prove an interesting
Northern
team last year.
Union they competed all over the expressed an interest in Robert Cardwell, 6-2, 6-2. Both confrontation. So get into the
p°Und°b Edwards, a 6-foot, 220Bay Area and played such well reorganizing the club from Wieser and Clark Emerson, swing, come on out and cheer the
fro^n3 Metro League center
seventh position, are freshmen guys to victory!
know squads as the BATS and people on campus if enough
Fisch r
Sfield Co,lege; Terry
interest
is
indicated.
The
team
P
Peninsula Ramblers.
has payed it's league dues for this • l l l l l l l V A L U A B L E C O U P O N ! I • II
Western e, 6_1' 234"P°und a11"
tate League guard
At the beginning of this season, still has games
rom
hopes were high for a
season,
*^vinv
fayif,- orPark JC and John
—»
«
-nfnmimy scheduled and will cancel them
r°m Fi^6"4, 225"P°und tight end
good year with many
on a weekly basis. If interest is
players and a pnva
r
Her offCamino College, are the
e
„.f indicated the team will play the
with onion rings or french fries
pay for league and tournament
4n a*jns'Ve dne additions.
remaining games.
and soft drink
entry fees and uniforms. In past
Anyone
interested
in
""HldH id bonus is 6-31/2, 225
years, the team had to pay it s learning to play rugby or anyone
an
'ho r " Englehardt, a center
own entry fees and used cast off who has played before and would
eason a sbirted at U0P last
football
jerseys. The donation like to play should contact David
Uty n„ ,nd wiU be available for
4227 Pacific Ave Vo i d M A R , 2.
476-9471
would allow people to play who
?e*t fall
Kinnear in Carter House or John
otherwise could not.
• ( • l a i i i i i i i i i l l l l l l B l l !
Reinhart in Weymss.
ext wegj^011 tbe f°otball recruits
Apparently, the Rugby team

JC's Transfer

Tennis Swings Into New Season

Rugby Club Fuces Defeut

! LARGE HAMBURGER
BIG SYD'S

fii

69c

mi
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Golfers Begin with Hole -in-one
By BOB CRAWFORD
The UOP Golf team started
it's 1973 golf seaspn last Friday
by loosing to Chico State there.
However, the Tigers got fine
individual performances from
Mark Miller with a 72 for the 18
holes and Mike Lander with a 77.
The-fine play of these two and the
improvement on the part of other
UOP players could spell the
beginning of a good season for the
Tigers.
The Tigers have ten men out

for the team this year but in any
given match only the top six play.
This means that there is
continual competition between
players during practice for the
top six positions. Miller and
Lander are one and two in the
standing with Charles Balisha
third, Chris Jordan fourth, Steve
Zastrow fifth, and Mitch Myers
on the hot seat in sixth place.
Perhaps the biggest threat to
break into the starting line up is

Cagers Out of Race
By JIM MCCARTNEY
The UOP basketball team,
which was eliminated from
PCAA title contention last week
with losses to San Diego State
and Long Beach State, will close
the current season next weekend
with a pair of home games.
Next Friday Los Angeles
State will provide the opposition
and Saturday's game will be
against UC-Santa Barbara. Both
games will begin at 8pm. Last
night the Tige'rs played Fresno
State in Fresno. Earlier in the
season Pacific kicked the
Bulldogs, 82-63.

In last Saturday's game
Long Beach State upped its
PCAA record to 8-1 in beating
UOP, 85-64, while Pacific
dropped to 5-4. Leading scorer
for the 49ers was Ed Ratleff who
tanked 24 points. Roscoe
Pandexter had 19 and Leonard
Gray had 14 as Long Beach shot
50% from the floor.
Guard John Errecart and
forward Jim McCargo each had
14 points for Pacific. Reserve
forward
Mike Tarabanovic
scored nine points and Andy
Oliveira had eight.

Scott Borges. Borges transferred
from Diablo Valley College
where he averaged a 76 for 18
holes last year. Borges is not
playing up to par at this point but
it is expected that once hegets his
game in shape he will be a big
asset.
One of the big moments for
the team came two weeks ago in
a practice round at Woodbridge
in Lodi. Chris Jordan, a
freshman from Santa Ana teed
off on the 165 yd. par three 8th
hole and when the ball finally
came to rest it was in the cup for a
hole-in-one. It was the first of
Jordan's career.
The next three outings for the
Tigers are on the road as they
will travel to Chico once again for
the Chico "T Off" Tourney; a 36
hole affair on March 1-2, then to
the Hayward Invitational at
Silverado Country Club on March
6. Finally on March 16 they will
play Hayward State at Hayward.
The team will return home
against Sac State March 20 at the
Dry Creek Course in Gait.

Wednesday, Feb. 28. Forum on Chile: 7:30
pm; Elbert Covell Lodge. UOP students
who spent January term in Chile will
present an evening of current events in
Chile.

Lunch
Ham and Celery
Hot Dog-Bun
Spaghetti
Zucchini
Fish Plate

Chicken Gumbo
Tacos-Mont. Cheese
Burritos
Cold Plate

LUnCh

Dinner

Dinner
Gr. Pork Chop
B'AKED Halibut
Au Gratin Pot.
Gr. Beans

Hung. Beef Goulash
Liver with Bacon
Poppyseed Noodles
Broccoli

Sunday, Feb. 25
Biunch

Grapefruit
Eggs Benedict
Ham Slices
Hash Browns

Dinner

Cr. of Celery
Top Round of Beef
Whipped Pot.
Yorkshire Pudd.
Asparagus

Wednesday, Feb. 2
Breakfast cream of Wheat
Gingerbread
Pancakes
Link Sausage
Lunch
Tomato Bisque
Hot Turkey Sand.
F.F.Fish-Lemon
Dinner
Veal Cutlets Italienne
Egg Foo Yung
Pars. Btr. Pot.
Carrots

Monday, Feb. 26
Breakfast

Oatmeal
Mushroom or Plain Omelet
Bacon

Thursday,Mar.l
Breakfast Malt-o-Meal

Lunch

Scrambled Eggs
Bacon

Lentil Soup a la Grecque
Hot Ham-Bun
Chili Con Carne

2

3
*

14

!

20

26

36

Qiiaint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia
DECORATED IN RARE
h BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES

OlO TIME ATMOSPHERE
OlO TIME 6000NESS
OlO TIME MlCES
OLD
TIME HOT HOME MADE YEAST
•REAO

Otde

e» and Charlotte. Owr
463-0271

Hooeier ft*
1337 NORTH WILSON WAY
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9
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•
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29
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16
19
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•
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•

33

35
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6

15

•
L

32

47
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Beef-Rice Soup
F.F.Shrimp
Chix Cutlet
Gr. Beans,Palermo

24

• 23

The
second
semester
intramural Turkey Trot will be
held this Thursday, March 1, at 4
pm on Knowles Field. Women
will run one mile and men will
run two miles. The competition
is open to all UOP students,
faculty, and staff.
Runners may enter as a
team or as an individual. There
will be a turkey given to the team
with the most finishers.A turkey
will also be given to the best
men's and women's teams.
A team consists of a minimum of
four members.
Trophies will be given to the
first place individual of the men's
and women's divisions.

Dinner

I
18

17

Turkey Trot

Corn Chowder
Grilled Cheese
Ham Loaf

Lunch

Dinner

25

Ralston

Fried Eggs
Hash Browns

French Onion Soup
Pot Rt. of Beef
Jardiniere,Peas
Polish Sausage
Escalloped Pot.

^Pacific Days' Marks
50th Anniversary

The University Health
Center Contraception Clinic is
now scheduling girls on
Wednesday Feb 28 at 7:30pm.
Interested girls should call the
Cowell Health Center before
Wednesday, 946-2315.

Breakfast

Breakfast Royal Anne Cherries
Cream of Wheat
Waffles
Bacon

1

By DAREN MCGAVREN
UOP will celebrate its 50th is in circulation throughout the
year in Stockton on March 9 and campus.
The telethon to be held
10 with two full days of activities
March 6, 7, and 8 is a telephone
on campus.
conducted
by
The celebration, entitled campaign
Pacific Days, is intended for volunteer students to raise
money.
ASUOP
Stockton area residents, alumni, donation
parents, students, and faculty. President Tom White has set a
High school and junior high goal of $25,000. Students will call
school students within a 100 mile alumni in Stockton, Fresno, and
radius are invited to see for Sacramento to ask for donation
themselves each
of
the pledges and to invite alumni to
departments of the University Pacific Days.
Other students working with
and to talk with students and
White
on organizing the telethon
faculty.
Demonstrations, seminars, are Bob Stetson, Sue Harlan, Jeff
lectures, displays, and open Gullo, Nan Brown and Tony
houses will be presented by each Leggio. Students who wish to
volunteer, for one night or
department on campus.
will
attend
an
Activities begin at 10 Friday several,
morning with a student/faculty orientation dinner and then move
convoy from Pacific to City Hall, on to the telephones.
UOP's traditional Mardi
recreating the day in 1922 when
175 members of Pacific's San Gras, to be held in conjunction
Jose campus invaded Stockton with Pacific Days, will include
with a wild horn-blowing , ban games and contests such as a tugner-flying promenade into the of-war across the levy.
Open houses on campus will
city.
include a small animal organ
Activities
transplant at the School of
Pharmacy,
an
hypnosis
Pacific Days consists of
by
the
three major parts: a student- demonstration
operated telethon, the traditional Psychology department, and a
Mardi Gras, and open houses by demonstration and explanation
the
various
educational of some new mathematics
departments. A program of discovered by the UOP physics
complete details on the activities department in 1971.

Tuesday, Feb.

Saturday, Feb. 24
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By EDWARD JULIUS
DOWN
ACROSS
1. Platform
1. A Pinch of
5. Sober
2. Poker Term
10, Stupefied
3> Not Precise
14. Tolstoy Character
4. Brazilian Seaport
15- Bear
5* Skin Mark
16. Mislay
6. Greek Letter
17. Chaplin's Understudy
7. Overdue Debts
19. New York College
8. Peaceful
Thomas
20. Trojan Hero
9*
21. Glossily Covered
10. Estrange
23. Pretending Shyness
11. Sheep's Hair
24. Chinese Island
12. British Slave
25. Musical Work
13. Deceased
27. Protege of Caesar
18. Actress Myrna —28. Roman Province
22. Indonesian Island
32. Prevent
24. Dutch Painter
33. Snakelike Fish
25. Very Fat
34. Pretentious Shows
26, Airline Company
35. Provides Opportunity
27, Encounter
37. Mom and Dad
29. Harmony
38. Stayed the Duration
30,
39. Banana Genus
31. Balance Sheet Ite®
40. Espy
33, Escaped from
41. Revise
34,
42. Pertaining to Flight
36. Sources of W e a l t h
43. Army Post
37. Knitting Term
44. Antenna
39, Musical Division
46. Vase
42 Armed Forces Ran*
47. French Region
43 Most Liberated
50. Satisfy
45 Interprets
53. Tennis Great
46 German City
54. Carnival Rides
47 Parasitic I n s e c t
56. Charles Lamb
48 Soothe
57. One Who Defies
49 On One's Toes
58. Go Awayt
50 Become Lively
59. Mountain Range
51 , Photocopy
60.
Preview
52 , Thisi Sp.
61. Body Part (Fr.)
55 Body of Water

